To eliminate the location error of MS/AE (microseismic/acoustic emission) monitoring systems caused by the measurement deviations of the wave velocity, a MS/AE source location method using P-wave and S-wave arrivals for unknown velocity system (PSAFUVS) was developed. Arrival times of P-wave and S-wave were used to calculate and fit the MS/AE source location. The proposed method was validated by numerical experimentations. Results show that the proposed method without the need for a premeasured wave velocity has a reasonable and reliable precision. Effects of arrival errors on location accuracy were investigated, and it shows location errors enlarged rapidity with the increase of arrival errors. It is demonstrated the proposed method can not only locate the MS/AE source for unknown velocity system but also determine the real time PS waves velocities for each event in rockmass.
Introduction
Geophysical methods, statistical analysis, microseismic monitoring, and in-seam seismic techniques, have shown an increased significance in rock physical mechanics and mining engineering in recent decades . In particular, the developments of seismic monitoring provide a scientific basis for controlling the rockburst and seismic hazards.
The seismic location, one of the most important parameters for a seismic monitoring, is very important for rockburst control and warning in a mine through the seismological method of the prediction of the areal rockbursts, which could improve the safety performance of deep geotechnical engineering. Researchers have developed many acoustic emission or seismic source location techniques [1, 2, 7, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . The problem of locating a signal source using time difference of arrival (TDOA) measurements also has numerous applications in aerospace, surveillance, structural health, navigation, industrial process, speaker location, machine condition, and the monitoring of nuclear explosions [1, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . And some of which are mature technologies and are widely used in the location of acoustic emission or seismic source.
However, for the existing technologies based on AE or seismic source, a given wave velocity or practical pre-measured wave velocity of the propagation medium is required.
It is well known that the wave velocity is influenced by the materials, size, and surface conditions of transmission media and other factors. When the input wave velocity is different from the real wave velocity of the measured object, an error would occur in the system [46] . The average wave velocity is different from that of various regions, and the actual location of the occurrence of rockburst is not necessarily in the predetermined wave velocity area. The measured wave velocity is affected significantly by the distance between sensors; the measured P-wave velocity of the general container is between 2800 and 3100 m⋅s −1 when the distance is large while that is about 5000 to 6000 m⋅s −1 when the distance is small [41] . The large location errors can be induced by inaccurate average wave velocity. Both of these conditions result in some errors between the pre-measured wave velocity as an input in the positioning system and the actual wave velocity of the area where the rockburst occurs; hence, it would result in a large positional error [41] . To quantitatively study the location errors induced by deviation of sonic speed, the line and plane location tests were carried out in [47] , and some interesting conclusions were summarized: the results show that for line positioning, the maximum error of absolute distance is about 0.8 cm. With the speed difference of 200 m/s, the average value of absolute difference from the position error is about [48] . Velocities of P-wave and S-wave are obtained by blast experiments in existed methodologies. Two clear disadvantages were discussed. Firstly, active times are different because the premeasured velocity is obtained before the real-time seismic event. The fact is that the velocity in rockmass is changing all the time, and the velocity in different time would be not the same. Secondly, propagation traces are different (i.e., the traces of the wave propagation for blast experiments are always different from the wave propagation for real-time events), which would induce a big error because of the different average velocities in different propagation traces. The above drawbacks are further discussed in Figure 1 , and the traces between blast source and sensors were expressed as 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4 , and the average velocity of the four traces is supposed as ; the traces between seismic source and sensors were expressed as 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4 , and the average velocity of the four traces is supposed as . Considering the active time, is not equal to at different time; while considering the active space, propagation traces are different, and is also not equal to . In present work, we proposed a an innovative MS/AE source location method without the need for premeasured P-wave and S-wave velocities, which can calculate MS/AE source locations in unknown velocity networks.
Methodology
The microseismic sensors are placed in a location area, and they are not in the same plane. Three-dimensional coordinates of the microseismic sensors are known, which are ( 1 , 1 , 1 ), ( 2 , 2 , 2 ), . . ., and ( , , ). When the microseismic event occurs, the sensor receives the MS/AE source signals and arrival times of PS waves are recorded as and , respectively. The distance between MS/AE source and received station (sensor) is . The average velocities of PS waves (P-wave and S-wave) are expressed as and , respectively.
The distance from MS/AE source to sensor can be expressed as
(1)
The time difference of arrival times between PS waves is given by
Supposing an equivalent parameter consider
Equation (2a) and can be rewritten as
Then, the distances between MS/AE source and received stations , as well as the distance between MS/AE source and received stations , are obtained as follows:
According to the distance formula of two point in the space, for sensors and , (4) and (5) are given as follows:
The left side and the right side of (4) added the left side and the right side of (5), it can be expressed as
Submitting (3a) and (3b) into (6), it can be rewritten as
Equation (7) can be expressed as
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In (8), sensor coordinates ( , , ), ( , , ), and dependent variable , , , are known parameters, and 0 , 0 , 0 andṼ are unknown parameters. There are four unknown parameters; therefore, it needs more than four sensors to get the solutions by solving the nonlinear equations. This method was called PSAFUVS (MS/AE source location method using P-wave and S-wave arrivals for unknown velocity system).
Equation (8) is a nonlinear fitting problem with a single dependent variable. According to all the observed data ( , , ; , , ), (8) can determine a regression value Δ̂= ( , , , , , , 0 , 0 , 0 ,Ṽ) .
The difference between Δ̂and Δ can describe the degree of deviation between the regression value and observed values. Due to ( , , ; , , ), if the degree of deviation between Δ and Δ̂is smaller, it shows that the fitted line and experimental points could fit better. The sum of squared deviations of all observations and fitted values is
Equation (10) describes the deviations between all observed and experimental values. Therefore, the MS/AE source parameters ( 0 , 0 , 0 ,Ṽ) can have values such that the ( 0 , 0 , 0 ,Ṽ) will reach a minimum as follows:
( 0 , 0 , 0 ,Ṽ) is a parameter to express the fitting error for each set of observations and fitted values as follows:
Equations (11a) and (11b) are the nonnegative function of 0 , 0 , 0 ,Ṽ, so it always has the minimum. The coordinates of the MS/AE source location and the equivalent velocity ( 0 , 0 , 0 ,Ṽ) can be obtained by solving (11a) and (11b). According to = √ 3 , (2b) can be rewritten as
and can be obtained by resolving (12) . a local optimum value using MIO, QN, and LM simply. It is suggested that the selection of MIO, QN, and LM simply should be careful. The joint use of GO as well as MIO, QN, and LM can significantly improve positioning accuracy. The SOMA, SM coupled with GO, MIO coupled with GO, and LM coupled with GO, which are more stable with the high positioning accuracy, should be recommended preferred methods to locate MS/AE source coordinates. Therefore, in present work, The SOMA coupled with GO was used to fit the MS/AE source locations using (11a) and (11b).
Validation with Numerical Experimentations and Discussion
In numerical experimentations, the location network includes 6 sensors 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , and 6 Table 1 . The sensor and the spatial distribution of MS/AE source locations are shown in Figure 2 (all coordinates are in the length unit: meter). The MS/AE source locations were calculated by the PSAFUVS using arrivals in Table 1 and coordinates of sensors. The arrivals is accurate result with a accuracy 0.000001 s. The location results calculated by accurate arrivals were expressed as E0 (the error is approximately equal to 0) and listed in Table 2 . Compared results between authentic values and fitting results of dependent variables were listed in Table 3 . It shows that the calculated coordinates (C) of , , , , and using PSAFUVS are consistent with authentic results (T), and the fitting values are approximately equal to authentic values. To further verify the proposed method, the and were recalculated using (12) , and the calculated results were compared with the authentic and .Ṽ is 7510.767. and are 5497.88 and 3174.30 m/s which are approximately equal to authentic values 5500 and 3175 m/s, respectively. Results prove that the proposed PSAFUVS is reasonable and reliable with a high precision for the unknown velocity system.
As we all know, it is always difficult to read the accurate arrivals because of limitations of technologies, personal error, or machine error. In present work, the errors are considered as three levels within E1 [0.000001, 0.00001], E2 [0.00001, 0.0001], and E3 [0.0001, 0.001], which are randomly generated by random function of Microsoft Excel. The calculated location results of the three levels were also listed in Table 2 . Compared results between authentic values (T) and fitting results of MS/AE sources , , , , and for error levels E0, E1, E2 and E3 are shown in Figure 3 . From Table 2 and Figure 3 , we can conclude that the location errors enlarged rapidity with the increase of arrival errors. The error E1 results in errors within 3 m, and the minimum and maximum are −0.28 and −2.98 m, respectively. The error E2 results in errors within 55 m, and the minimum and maximum are −3.99 and 54.08 m, respectively. The error E3 could induce errors more than 500 m, and the minimum and maximum are −1.62 and 530.39 m, respectively. Figure 3 also shows that the differences between fitted values and authentic values increased with the enlarging of arrival errors. The induced location errors were further investigated by absolute distance errors between real MS/AE sources and fitted MS/AE sources in Figure 4 . It also clearly shows the absolute distance errors enlarging exponentially with the increase of arrival errors, and the location errors for , , , , and are increased from 0.19, 0.13, 0.28, 0.64, and 0.47 m to 82.49, 331.61, 656.54, 576.49, and 266.39 m, respectively.
Conclusions
A new MS/AE source location method PSAFUVS was developed to address the difficult problem of the location errors for microseismic monitoring system induced by wave velocity measurement deviation. The proposed method was validated by numerical experimentations. Results show that the proposed method without the need for a premeasured wave velocity has a reasonable and reliable precision. It is demonstrated that the proposed method can not only locate the MS/AE source for unknown velocity network but International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks also determine the PS wave real-time velocities for each event. Effects of arrival errors on location accuracy were investigated using PSAFUVS, and it shows location errors enlarged rapidity with the increase of arrival errors. The absolute distance errors between real MS/AE sources and fitted MS/AE sources were further discussed, and results show the absolute distance errors enlarging exponentially with the increase of arrival errors.
